


Agenda

              
              Introductions 
              

Global South Perspectives - why learn from emerging markets? What can we learn?

     
Exercise - global perspectives in your work, challenges and crucial skills for innovators
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Nice to meet you!
1. Why are you here / what is your biggest question?
2. What comes to your mind first when you hear ‘Global South Perspectives’
3. In which sector are you working: Public, Private, Social or are you in 

transition?
4. Who inspires you and why?
5. Where in the world have you been / are you from?



Introductions 

Geraldine Hepp 
Amani Institute 

Community Director

Giana Andonini
Project Manager, WAKE

Amani Fellow, Brazil

Jon de Andres
MKT & Data, Renaissance 

Amani Fellow, Brazil



The Amani Institute 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGm5Ncl9h0w


The Amani Institute 
Where Amani 
Fellows come 
from

375 Fellows 

52 Countries

100+ Employer 
Partners



The Fellow experience



What can emerging markets teach us about 
innovation? 



Before we start...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iIkOi3srLo


Why learn from emerging markets?



Why learn from emerging markets?



What can emerging markets teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
RESEARCH
A successful social innovation begins with accurate research into 
the problem it addresses, establishing a clear case 

They base their case on empirical evidence from real customers

Here sometimes we assume we will be able to tap into a 
customer base that will preferentially buy from providers

 that emphasize public benefits.

They base their case on empirical evidence from real customers



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
RESEARCH



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
SCALE
Social enterprises in emerging markets often have far greater ambitions for growth than those in 
developed markets. This is partly driven by commercial realities.

They serve a niche segment or they provide alternatives to existing offerings that create 
greater public benefit. As a result, scale is often more difficult, and less urgent.

Social businesses in emerging markets target majorities who are either underserved or 
not served at all. These customers often have very low incomes, resulting in very low 
margins per customer.



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
SCALE



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
SHAPE
Once they are well-established, the most effective social enterprises actively shape the systems they 
operate in. In order to exercise systemic influence, an organization must formulate a clear idea of the 
high-level change it seeks to bring about. 

They take advantage of their large scale, shaping their activity to direct the 
economy and the public policies to achieve their mission.

Advocacy    /    Lobbying    /    Political Engagement 



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
SHAPE



What emerging markets can teach us about 
innovation? Examples.
              Rigorous research about how best to meet the customer needs.
              
              Apply their innovation to new contexts and spread it as widely as possible

              Take advantage of the large scale to direct the economy towards achieving their goal
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Exercise: 
What can you do to gain a 
more global perspective?



In groups...

How would a global perspective change the work you are 
doing?

What are traps that you can think of when trying to ‘gain a 
new perspective’ and how to overcome them?



Insights: Crucial skills for innovators
Want to improve your skills? Here are some awesome resources to get started:
              
              Theory U and generative listening - beyond active listening

              
Radical Collaboration: Managing defensiveness to remain open to new perspectives

     
5th Discipline and the ladder of inference: Advocacy vs Inquiry - are you inquiring to learn 
or trying to prove a point?
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In pairs:

How can you gain a global perspective in the next ten days 
on a topic that is relevant to you?






